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CHARACTER IN THE "MATTER OF ENGLAND" 

ROMANCES 

(Continued.) 
Minor characters. 

There are in the romances, as in all narratives, figures which 

flash for an instant before us, then pass away ; perhaps to return, 
and appear and disappear as before; perhaps to be seen no 

more. Some of these we have already noted as stock figures. 
Others do not seem to be of that character. Whatever they are, 
it is interesting to know who they are, what value they have for 

the stories in which they are introduced, and what interest the 

author has succeeded in attaching to them. Most are beyond 
the pale of characterization. Some of them are merely speaking 

persons, who appear unexpectedly, tell their stories, and disap 

pear. In Horn there are two of these?A}?ulf's father, who 

greets Horn and his companions when they land in Denmark, 
and tells them what has been going on in their absence (w. 
1301 ff.), and Arnoldin, who appears to tell Horn where 

Rymenhild has been taken by Fikenhild (vv. 1443 ff.). Again, 
there may be characters who are never named. Of this class 

are nine of the twelve companions of Horn?ornamental figures, 
who are dropped without remark. Other characters may be 

talked about and never actually get on the stage. Reynild is 

the sole member of this class in Horn. Others still may merely 
add a touch of pathos, as does Horn's mother. Lastly may be 

mentioned Harild and Berild who, after performing one or 

two insignificant acts, perish almost without rippling the sur 

face of the narrative. 

Thus Horn, considering the brevity of the story, has a fairly 
full background of dramatis person . If the English version 

represents the earlier form of the story, it is worth while to 

notice, in passing, how the minor characters appear in such a 

developed, sophisticated romance as Horn et Rimel. A number 
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of the parts so insignificant have become really important. 

Lemburc, who plays the part of Reynild, and her brothers, 

Egfer and Guffer, appear repeatedly in a series of highly elabo 

rated incidents. The account of Horn's father, told in epic 
fashion by the son in the body of the romance, is fairly full. A 

considerable addition to the stock of characters is made to fill 

up the enlarged stage. Herselote has already been mentioned. 

A nurse is introduced by means of whom Rimel discovers that 

she is making love to another than Horn. Rimel has attend 

ants, unnamed, ready to amuse the one who might disturb a 

t?te-?-t?te. In the Irish part of the story, Gudburc and Sud 

burc, mother and sister of Lemburc, and Eglaf, the chess 

player and athlete, are additions. Even the Irish kings are 

named.33 The divergence is extremely interesting, for this elab 

orate treatment of so many minor dramatis personae marks as 

well as anything else the long distance which must have been 

traveled by one or both of these romances from the source 

common to both. 

In Horn the lesser characters seem to spring, for the mosi 

part, from a natural development of the plot. This, I think, 
is less true of Havelok, Guy, and Bevis. There may be, how 

ever, other sources of interest In Havelok the two sisters of the 

hero are essentially pathetic characters. Grim's wife, after 

playing an important part in the realistic scene in Grim's 

"cleue," is never referred to again. Her brutality to the un 

known boy, like that of Grim, leaves a blot on the family, if 

not on the story. 

Vp she stirte, and nouht ne sat, 
And caste pe knaue so harde adoune, 

?at he crakede J?er his croune 

Ageyn a gret ston, pe? it lay (w. 566 ff.). 
33 

However, the companions of Horn are not named. In HCh, 
where less is made of minor characters than in HE, the companions ar? 

named and carefully disposed of. The twelve companions may be faintly 
reminiscent of the twelve peers of Charlemagne, who, in turn, go bacli 

to the twelve apostles; cf. Gautier, Les Epop?es (1st ed.), I, pp. 173 ffi 
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Grim's children and Ubbe play conventional parts. Bernard 

Brun is an innkeeper with a name. His chief part is a repe 
tition of the story of the fight between Havelok and the sixty 

lads, which might very well have been dispensed with. The 

cook, Bertram, is merely a friendly helper. The Earl of Ches 

ter and the Earl of Lincoln furnish historical background, and 

the former, in addition, becomes husband of Gunnild, Grim's 

daughter. It is interesting to note that every one of these 

persons has a name, from Leue, the wife of Grim, to Bernard 

Brun, the innkeeper, and Bertram, the cook. Most of the 

minor characters, too, it will be noted, are of humble rank, and 

are an item in the popular character of the story. The prom 
inence given to the family of Grim is probably due to the 

fact that the romance celebrates a particular place. If the 

minor dramatis personae of Havelok are less intimately con 

nected with plot than those of Horn, they show greater realism 

and broader range. 

In Bevis and Guy the greater part of the minor charac 

ters are principals in the incidents in which they appear. In 

these romances the story is a succession of adventures, each 

with its little plot. In Bevis these are usually brief and very 

slightly elaborated, three or four dramatis personae being suffi 

cient for each incident. Many persons appear, only to be slain 

by the hero. Most of these are too colorless to be character 

ized^ In general, it may be said that there is an absence of 

pathetic and ornamental figures. There is a fairly large num 

ber?including two messengers, two porters, two stewards, a 

palmer, and a 
giant?bearing 

no names. There is a concentra 

tion upon incidents. One figure, Ascopard, stands out some 

what, being intended, it seems, to produce a comic effect.34 

** As comedy is rather rare in the romances, it seems worth while to 

enter into this feature in somewhat greater detail. Perhaps the chief 

comic scene in the romance is the one of the baptism of Ascopard. 
For Ascopard was mad a koue; 

When J?e beschop him scholde in schoue, 
A lep anon vpon pe 

benche 

And seide: 
" 

Prest, wiltow me drenchef 
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Much of what was said about Bevis at the beginning of the 

preceding paragraph applies to Guy as well. The latter ro 

mance is much longer than the former; the incidents are told 

with greater detail; but there is the same succession of life 

less figures, among whom the hero displays his prowess. There 

is, moreover, no comic person to be placed beside Ascopard. 
The reference to the various ladies surrounding Felice is 

another element associating it with the courtly type of romance. 

There is, too, the account of the gathering of people at Warwick 

at Pentecost? 

There were Erles, barons, and knyghtes, 
And many a man of grete myghtes; 
Ladies and maydens of grete renown, 

The grettest desired ther to bee bown (C. w. 189 ff.)? 
which furnishes a courtly setting. With the twelve compan 
ions of Horn may be compared the twenty sons of good barons 

pe deuil *eue me helle pine, 
Icham to meche te be Christine !" (w. 2591 ff.). 

The incident of the dragon fight has also its comic opportunity. Bevis 

and Ascopard arrive in the neighborhood of the dragon, when 

Ascopard swore, be sein Ion 

A fote ne dorste he forther gon. 
Beues answerde and seide ]>o: 

"Ascopard, whi seistow sof 

Wbi schelt J>ow afered be 

Of >ing >at >ow mijt noujt sen?" 

A swor, alse he moste >en, 
He nolde him neij?er hire ne sen; 

' 
*Icham weri, ich mot haue reste; 

Go now forJ> and do \>e beste!" (w. 2747 ff.). 

The "Icham weri, ich mot haue reste", coming from the mouth of the 

giant who carried the horse A rondel in his arm (v. 2564), in itself no 

doubt amusing to the medieval audience, must surely have raised a laugh. 

Thus, slightly as the character of Ascopard is developed on the humorous 

side, and dangerous as ho proved to be, here is a clear case of the in 

troduction of a character with whom amusing incidents may naturaUy 
be connected. 

Comic characters like Ascopard are found in a highly developed 
state in certain chansons de geste. Cf. W. W. Comfort, op. cit., section 

entitled "Bourgeois and Vilain", pp. 279 ff. For other comic baptis 
mal scenes see Ferumbras, w. 5715 ff., and the chanson de geste Aliscans, 

w. 7885 ff. 
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who were dubbed knights with Guy. The list of dramatis 

personae is very great. Limiting the number to those intro 

duced as individuals, there are almost a hundred, of whom 

about seventy are named.35 In Bevis there are forty, of whom 

about twenty-five are named. In Havelok there are twenty 

two, all named; in Horn twenty, of whom fifteen are named. 

Dialogue and Soliloquy. 

Dialogue plays an interesting and important part in dis 

playing character, and the manner of the dialogue goes far 

toward being the manner of the romance. 

In Horn the vigorous dialogue serves to advance the narra 

tive rather than to portray character. It is significant, too, 

that real soliloquy, to reveal intention or mood, is absent. In 

Havelok, on the contrary, in which dramatic situation is not 

emphasized, dialogue is of comparatively slight importance, 
while numerous soliloquies reveal mood and purpose.36 In 

Bevis there is gain in dialogue with the author's superior sense 

of situation. However, it is a matter of plot primarily, al 

though, with its brevity and passion, it is valuable for charac 

ter too.37 The seven soliloquies are brief and of slight impor 
tance. Both dialogue and soliloquy are of great importance in 

Guy. Dialogue is sustained, and emotions are presented fully.38 
33 That the scribes did not keep the dramatis person e clearly in 

mind is evidenced by curious blunders. Thus Clarice, the daughter of 

the Emperor of Constantinople, is called 
' ' 

Blauncheflour 
' ' in both the 

Auchinleck and Caius MSS. at one point (v. 4497). Again, in a battle 

with the Saracens, the King- of Nubia, after being struck down by Guy, 

immediately afterward is summoned by the Sultan to attack the Chris 

tians (v. 3506 if.). This is only in the Auchinleck MS.; in the Caius 

MS. it is the King of Armenia whom the Sultan sends against the 

Christians, which, no doubt, is the correct reading. 

s? There are 137 lines in the poem, including the prayer of Havelok 

at Grimsby (w. 1359 if.), which possess the nature of soliloquy. An ex 

cellent example is the soliloquy in which Havelok determines that he 

must "swinken" for his "mete" (w. 790 ff.). 
st Cf. w. 73 ff., 283 ff., 394 ff., 421 ff., etc. 

38 The second interview of Guy and Felice fills one hundred lines, 

and there is real progression, giving a clear view of the characters of the 

principal actors. 
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The soliloquies are long and important. The one which shows 

Guy struck with remorse for his sins is both moving and true 

(sts. 21 f.). In dialogue and soliloquy Guy shows the charac 

teristics of the chivalric romance. 

Interest in mental states. 

In reading this section much that has already been said 

should be kept in mind. The discussion of the individual 

characters, of dialogue, and of soliloquy includes much which 

might be treated here. But to avoid needless repetition, the 

attempt will be made to view the material already familiar 

from another angle, something being added to make the out 

look sufficiently broad. The term "interest in mental states" is 

employed here loosely. The manner in which emotion is mani 

fested by the dramatis personae, the degree to which the author 

delights in analyzing mental states, even the extent of the 

emotional appeal to the auditor, and the way in which it is 

produced, will come under review. 

King Horn, which is the most ballad-like of all genuine 

English romances,39 has, like the ballad, emotional value apart 

from any overt interest on the part of the author in character 

or mental states. The dialogue has frequently this emotional 

appeal. But of real interest in states of mind as such there is 

none. In the most dramatic scenes the auditor may be left 

without a hint of the emotions of the dramatis personae (e. g., 

the banishment of Horn, w. 705 ff.).40 In Havelok the situa 

tion is almost reversed. There is a certain amount of interest 

in mental states as such, but none of the ballad-like appeal to 

39 Cf. Hart, Bollad and Epic, p. 56. 

40 With King Horn should be compared Horn et Bimel, the author 

of which shows decided interest in mental states. As has been stated, 

Herselote's importance lies in her part as Rimel's confidante. Rodmund 

can hardly decide on the fate of Horn and his companions. Rimel's 

impatience and anxiety to obtain an interview with Horn appear when 

she sends for the seneschal. 

Ele demaunde souvent dan Herlant quant vendra (v. 529). 

She gazes in her mirror and inquires anxiously as to her appearance 

(w. 526 if.). Herlant's mental distress at Rimel's request to see Horn, 

his sleeplessness, his arguments with himself, are related in detail (w. 
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feelings by poignant situations such as we found in Horn. The 

author takes pleasure in reminding the hearers that Godrich is 

deceived and plotting his own ruin when he plans to marry 

Goldborough and Haveiofc. 

For he wende, >at Hauelok wore 

Sum ch?ries son?, and no more; 

Ne shulde he hauen of Engeilona 

Onlepi forw in his hond 

With hire, J?at was >er-of pe eyr, 

J?at bo>e was god and swi>e fair. 

He wende, J>at Hauelok wer a |rrai, 

)>er-]?oru he wende hauen al 

In Engelond, ]?at hire riht was (w. 1091 ff.). 

We are told in some detail how the characters thought over 

situations. Thus AJ^elwold considers at length what best to 

do to protect his daughter's interests after his death. Havelok 

considers carefully before returning to Grimsby with his bride. 

In fact there is a good deal of downright thinking going on. 

To Bevis what was said about Horn in large measure applies. 
The situations in themselves are often moving, but the author 

does not dwell on the emotions of his cliaracters, nor does he 

seem to insist on the emotional appeal to the reader. He is in 

too much of a hurry to get on. However, the dialogue is often 

characteristic enough to reveal the feelings of the characters. 

But the reader is left in doubt as to Bevis's feelings for Josian 

up to the time when she became a Christian. In the love affair 

it is only the heroine's feelings which are revealed. Scarcely 

anything is made of the loss of wife and children, when Asco 

pard carries Josian away and the two boys are left in the care 

of strangers. Whatever emotional appeal there is springs en 

tirely from the imaginative sympathy of the audience with the 

662 ff.). The scene in RimeFs chamber when Hafrerof is trying to 

convince Rimel that he is not Horn but is unable to do so, presents an 

interesting psychological situation. This interest in emotional states is 

prominent throughout the romance, and the length of this redaction is 

largely due to this characteristic. 
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situation. It need scarcely be said that there is far greater 
interest in emotional states of mind in Guy. So far as the 

hero's love and repentance 
are concerned, this was made clear 

in discussing the soliloquies. One may note, also, the accounts 

of the reunion of comrades after long separation (vv. 1749 ff.; 
sts. 142 ff.) ; the story of Guy's parting from father and mother 

(w. 1217 ff.) ; the story of Oisel and Tirri; the story of Jonas. 

There is not so much analysis as in many French romances, 
but there is a decided interest in emotional states, a too-marked 

insistence on them often, which sets Guy far apart from Horn, 

Havelok, and Bevis.41 

When one looks at the actual manner of manifesting emo 

tion in the romances, he is at once in the midst of stock ma 

terial. However, I believe that differences in the treatment of 

this stock material will appear. The expression of grief is 

most important. Wringing of the hands is, of course, a com 

monplace, and is not limited by age or sex. 

pe children hi bro3te to stronde 

Wringende here honde (Horn, w. Ill ff.). 
When Rymenhild found her messenger drowned, 

Hire fingres he gan wringe (ibid., v. 980). 
Likewise of the child Bevis: 

3eme a wep, is hondes wrong (Bevis, v. 298). 

Swooning is even more common. Rymenhild falls (presumably 
in a faint) three times: on Horn's refusal of her love "adun 

he feol iswo3e" (v. 428) ; at Horn's departure for Ireland she 

"feol to gr?nde" (v. 740) ; and again she "feol iswo3e" when 

Horn approached Fikenbild's castle singing (v. 1479). Swoon 

ing does not occur in Havelok, and in Bevis occurs but twice? 

curiously enough a man being the victim in each case. Thus 

Terri, when he was told that Guy was dead, 
fel per doun and swou3, 

His her, his clones he al to-drou3 (w. 1309 f.). 
? It may be noted that little is said about the heroine's feelings, as 

contrasted with Horn et Bimel, for instance, where there is a pretty 

thorough study made of the feelings of Rimel, much more subtle in 

deed than the study of the lover's feelings in Guy. 
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And Bevis, when he finds his two newborn children, but no 

mother, 

fel ]?ar doun and swou$ (v. 3717). 
Lovers were of course expected to faint, and Guy is a perfect 
lover. At the end of a confession of love, 

Adoune he feile swoune with that (v. 598). 
Later in the story, what with bleeding wounds and sorrow 

for his slain friends, "adoun he fel aswon." Herhaud swoons 

from the shock of surprise and joy in meeting Guy (v. 1762), 
and again he "fel in swowe vpon his bedde"" because of anxiety 
for Guy, who was absent on a dangerous mission (v. 3999). 
Oisel faints over her wounded lover (v. 4896), and again when 

she sees him in bonds (v. 5903). Both Guy and Felice swoon 

when he announces his intention to become a pilgrim (st. 32, v. 

11). Tirri swoons when he learns that the unknown pilgrim 
who had slain his enemy Berard is in truth his old comrade Guy 

(st. 226, v. 3). Lastly, Felice swoons when she comes to the 

hermitage where her husband lies dead. 

Weeping is too common an occurrence for anything like a 

full list here. While more often it is the manifestation of a 

woman's grief, it is not at all regarded as unworthy of heroes. 

In Horn there are the following examples : 

Heo sat on pe sunne 

Wip tires al birunne (vv. 653 ff.). 

Alf weop wij? i$e 
& al )>at him isije (w. 755 ff.). 
Horn iherd with his ires 

A spak with bidere teres (vv. 887 ff.). 

Ne miste heo adrice 

>at heo (Rymenhild) ne weop wij? i$e (w. 1035 f.). 

]?e bride wepej? sore (v. 1049). 

She was "sore wepinge & ?erne" when Horn entered the hall 

where the wedding feast was being prepared; she wept "teres 
? Caius MS. only, v. 4013. 
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of bl?de" when imprisoned by Fikenhild (v. 1406). A)?ulf, 

watching for Horn, says "for sore3e nu y wepe" (v. 1104). In 

Havelok there are only two or three examples. The lords whom 

AJ>elwold summoned when he was at the point of death 

Greten, and gouleden, and gouen hem ille (v. 164). 
Havelok and his sisters, shut up in a castle, wept for hunger 
and cold (v. 416). Likewise, there is little weeping in Bevis. 

When the boy hero learned of his father's death, "3erne a 

wep" (v. 298). Josian weeps ?ght sorely (vr. 1111, 1190) and 

Bevis hears her weeping and crying in the castle of Yvor (v. 

2101). Guy, true lover that he is, weeps as well as faints 

from the violence of his passion (vv. 247, 261, 568). He weeps 
too over his fallen comrades (v. 1554). The kissing of men 

is associated with weeping sometimes, either for joy or for sor 

row. Once when Herhaud and his fellows rescue Guy pursued 

by Saracens, 

pe most hepe wepen for blis; 

pa,i kisten Gij alle for blis (vv. 4072 f.). 

When Guy and Tirri part, 
To gider J?ai kisten ]?o. 
At her departing ]?ai wepen bo (w. 7111 f.). 

And at another parting they 
kist hem wi)? ei3e wepeing (st. 232). 

Weeping with both eyes seems intended to imply violent wee? 

ing (v. 4455, sts. 138, 226, 294). 
The more violent tearing of hair and clothes is also a con 

vention of romances. There are no cases in Horn or in Have 

lok. In Bevis there is the instance quoted above when Terri 

swooned and, apparently at the same time, 
His her, his clones he al todrou? (v. 1310). 

In Guy the expression is common. Of Guy in love it is said 

His clothes he rende, his heer he drough (v. 420). 
The Sultan, enraged at his defeat, rends his clothes (Caius v. 

3692). Earl Jonas, when Guy meets him, is rending his clothes 
and tearing his hair (st. 46). 
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Other ways of expressing grief may be mentioned. "Hise 

heorte began to childe" {Horn, v. 1148) has numerous paral 
lels. 43 In Bevis there is 

)>e childes herte was wel colde (v. 511). 
and 

Ipe kinges herte wex wel cold (v. 553). 
Less conventional is the account of Josian's woe when she 

thinks Bevis is leaving her: 

Hire poujte, ]?e tour wolde on hir falle (v. 1140. ).** 

Guy complains that, because of love, he cannot sit nor stand, 
rest nor sleep, eat nor drink (vv. 315 ff.). There is also in 

Guy an abundance of making "mone" and sighing "sore." 

The expression of joy is also unrestrained. Kissing is often 

a token of joy. 
Hi custe hem mid ywisse 
& makeden muchel blisse (Horn, w. 1209 1). 

When Terri discovered his father Saber in the palmer, he took 

him in his armes 

& g?nne cleppen and to kisse 

And made meche ioie & blisse (w. 3944 f.). 
Almost the identical lines occur at another place (vv. 3057 f.). 
In Guy the meeting of old friends is accompanied by kissing. 

To kissen Herhaud >ai hem do, 
Wel gret ioie )?ai maden }?o (vv. 6655 f.).45 

Swooning or falling down for joy is restricted to Guy. Her 

haud's swooning (v. 1762) has been mentioned. When Oisel, 

forcibly held by Otous, saw Guy unexpectedly, 
For blisse sehe fel aswon adoun (v. 6297). 

She swoons again when she meets Tirri : 

For ioie sehe swoned omong hem (v. 6533). 
Unrestrained expression of emotion on the part of dramatis 

?See HaU's note to this line, Breul's note to Gowther, v. 546,and 

Schmirgele list of stereotyped phrases in Bevis (in the Introduction 

to Kblbing's edition), p. XLVL 

**Kolbing says no parallels found. 

*5 See Schmirgel for additional parallels, p. XLV. 

?7 
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person is a characteristic pretty general in metrical romance.46 

In the group here studied, Havelok, which is the least romantic, 
is least emotional, and Guy, which is most romantic, is most 

emotional. The means of expressing feeling are thoroughly con 

ventional, as the brief review here made clearly shows.47 Horn, 

Bevis, and Guy represent types of literature which originally 
stood far apart. Yet we find them side by side on English 

soil, drawing from the same stock of literary material. The 

sentimentalism of Guy brings with it a freer use of the ex 

treme forms of expressing emotion.48 In Bevis, where senti 

ment plays a small part, we find these stock expressions here 

and there, almost unexpectedly. In Horn, which is more truly 

romantic, the expression of joy, less unrestrained than in Guy, 

is more appropriate than in Bevis. But the strong resemblance 

*? Sir Cleges (v. 90 of the romance so named) swoons from think 

ing of his misfortunes. In William of Palerne the Emperor swoons six 

times "for sorwe & for sch?me" when William elopes with Melior (v. 

2098); in Chaucer's Legend of Good Women (v. 1342) Dido swoons 

twenty times (but this is hardly meant to be exact). Charlemagne and 

his hundred thousand followers faint for grief at the death of Roland 

(Chanson de Roland, v. 2916) ; in Benaud de Montauban the four sons of 

Aymon faint on seeing their paternal castle after an absence (Gautier, 

1st ed., II, p. 192). 

47 Additional proof of conventionality of these and many other ex 

pressions may be obtained by consulting Schmirgel's list of typical 

phrases in the introduction to K?lbing's Bevis, the introduction to 

Zielke's edition of Sir Or feo, as well as the notes to K?lbing's Bevis, 

Zupitza's Guy of Warwick, Hall's Horn, etc. 

48 
Fainting, weeping, and tearing of the hair apparently run through 

medieval narrative literature. In the roman d'aventure the most violent 

grief is for unsuccessful love, in the chanson de geste for loss of com 

rades, although exceptions to this rule may be found. Sickness result 

ing from love is of course a strictly romantic feature. With Guy's 

illness may be compared the "fever" of Troilus in Troilus and Criseyde, 
v. 491. Fainting seems to have been almost a necessary part of romantic 

courtship. In the French Amados & Ydoine (cf. Hist. Litt., XXII, p. 

761) the scornful lady is won by the hero's fainting in her presence. 

In the chanson the fainting is more likely to be on the lady's side. In 

Enfances Guillaume when Orable, the Saracen maiden, is hearing from 

her brother an account of the beauty of Guillaume, whom she has never 

seen, she says she will faint if he says another word (Gautier, 2nd ed., 

IY, p. 297). 
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of these metrical stories is due, largely at least, to the recasting 
at the hands of Englishmen who did not distinguish types ; who 

were familiar with stock romantic material, the well-known 

poses, rhyme phrases, etc., and in translating threw them in 

where convenient.49 

In the English romances the expressions representing emo 

tion are for the most part stock material, English material 

indeed, although no doubt French romance assisted in its crea 

tion. Perhaps there was a tendency in this respect to confuse 

types of narrative?that is, in the use of these stock emotional 

expressions?which brings the English romances nearer to 

gether than their sources. 

The human relations. 

It is perfectly clear, even to him who reads running, that 

the medieval romances by no means deal in anything like a 

complete way with the various relations which make up human 

life. The name romance perhaps cuts out a certain portion 
of these; but modern romance has looked upon and cultivated 

great areas of life which medieval romance never dreamed 

about. To determine a little more clearly what are the human 

limits of the metrical romances, particularly the four now under 

examination, is the purpose of this section. 

Love, as in all romance, is, next to war, the greatest interest. 

This means, of course, the love of the sexes. Other forms of 

love?of parent and child, of brother and sister, of brother and 

brother?are almost crowded out. War, of course, means com 

radeship, and the love of comrades for each other?sometimes 

of follower for lord?plays its expected part. But affections 

other than the love of man and woman, of warrior and warrior, 
are of insignificant interest. 

In these four romances there are two types of love repre 

sented, the passionate and the chivalrous. The latter is, of 

course, the type at once associated with medieval romance? 
40 A comparison of Bevis with the Old French Boeve de Haumtone 

(ed. by Stimming, Bib. Normannica, Halle, 1899), which represents 

pretty closely the version which the English translator had before him. 

shows very few cases of parallelism of emotional expression. 
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with Lancelot and with Tristram. In greater refinement it is 

represented by the love stories of Dante and Pertrach. It is 

the love of Arthur's court and of the court of love, of Chr?tien 

at the beginning and Malory at the end of a literary period. 
This type of love is represented in Guy, imperfectly perhaps, yet 
not unattractively. The passionate type is represented in Horn 

and Bevis. 

Curiously enough, in the passionate type it is the woman who 

woos. This is a situation appearing in William of Paterne, in 

Amis and Amiloun,so as well as in Horn and in Bevis. There 

seems to be a greater popularity in the kind of love here repre 

sented. It is attractive by its simplicity, its frankness, its 

faithfulness, its healthy, unspoiled, primitive human nature. 

Sometimes there seems to be a certain disregard of the legal bond 

of marriage. Apparently Bymenhild cared little for it (vv. 

531 ff.) ; we are not sure that Josian did (vv. 1093 ff.). Will 

iam of Palerne's love for Melior had, at first, no legal sanction. 

Yet there is always the faithfulness which we associate with the 

marriage tie. It is the unmoral attitude of the ballads. 

This passionate type of love is characteristic of the chanson 

de geste (cf. Gautier, I, p. 207). It is the lady who makes the 

advances, sometimes in a disgustingly bold manner.51 Fre 

quently it is a Saracen girl who shows this frank, sometimes 

brutal passion, which may not scruple at parricide to attain its 

end.52 However, the general traits of female character seem 

much the same in Christian as in Saracen.53 Prejudice against 

Saracen women who become Christians is not a trait of the 

so The love in William of Balerne is not quite of the chanson de 

geste type. But in Amis and Amiloun it very clearly is. Belisaunt 

threatens Amis with death if he does not accept her love (im. and Ami 

loun, vv. 625 ff.). Octavian (S. Eng. version), vv. 1201 ff., tells of a 

Saracen maid loving a Christian knight, who makes advances to him 

and finally becomes a Christian. 

si More than twenty girls go to the beds of knights in chansons de 

geste, according to Gautier. 1st ed., I, p. 478. 

52 Cf. the English Sir Ferumbras, w. 5763 ff. In this case Floripas, 

who has been converted, seems fired with religions zeal. 

53 Cf. the conduct of Charlemagne's queen Galienne in Garin de 

Monglane (Gautier, 2nd ed., IV, pp. 138 ff.). Three maidens seek Garin's 
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chansons de geste. Orable, the wife of Guillaume de Orange, 
is perhaps the most attractive of the heroines of the chansons 

de geste. This typical woman was never a person common in 

real life; but she probably does represent an earlier stage when 

women were of less importance socially, and when distinctively 
feminine traits were not held in the esteem which was felt by 
the society implied by the roman d'aventure. 

In Guy it is the man who woos. The lady is unsusceptible, 
disdainful even. The hero must remain afar off, must wait 

for many years; and when he wins his love he is scarcely per 
mitted to enjoy it. There is a strong undercurrent of asceti 

cism. The love of woman leads to strife; many men have been 

and will be "to gronde y-brou3t" by women (w. 1503 ff.) ; it 

is after renunciation that the noblest character is developed 
both in Guy and in Felice (st. 279). Even pure and chival 

rous love is unworthy in the presence of religious asceticism. 

It is well to bear in mind that there was an ideal of love 

in medieval literature, and life, too, perhaps, which insisted 

that the perfect relation was between a married woman and an 

unmarried man. At its best this ideal is beautiful, if unprac 
tical and ultimately immoral. It sprang from a desire to pre 
serve the first bright glow of young love before desire had dark 

ened it. To do this meant to love the unattainable and unap 

proachable?a married woman. This of course is the love of 

Dante for Beatrice. It is the love which dictated the rules of 

the court of love. But in many of the French romances, as 

well as in their English analogues, we see the ideal breaking 

love in Enfances de Garin (Gautier, IV, pp. 115 ff.). Even the chanson 

de geste hero- wearies of the boldness of the women; cf. complaint of 

Girars de Viane, mentioned by Gautier, 1st ed., II, p. 90. 

s* 
Usually sexual relations with an unconverted Saracen woman were 

strongly condemned. Cf. Merline (Percy Folio, I, w. 410 ff.) : 

King Anguis had verament 

a daughter that was faire & gent, 
that was heathen Saracen; 

& Vortiger for loue fine 

vndertooke her for his wiffe, 
& liued in cursing all his liffe. 
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down, and another taking its place. The beloved is still a mar 

ried woman, but not quite unapproachable, not quite unattain 

able. Here of course stand Lancelot and Guinevere, Tristram 

and Iseult, human and attractive, but sinners who must suffer. 

Later still come the romances in which illicit love is represented 
not as sin, perhaps not involving evil consequences, or, if so, only 

accidentally as any pure love might. Under a slight varnish 

there is often all the grossness of fabliau. Yet the author will 

say that these were perfect lovers.55 It is interesting to note that 

these grosser romances had no vogue in English. No doubt they 
were repugnant to medieval English moral standards, at least 

of the public which read the English romances, low as they 
often are. Contemporary with these immoral romances, with 

their ideal of courtly, illicit love, were romances in which love 

seems so primitive as in Horn and Bevis, and so pure as in Guy. 
The English were using the less fashionable of contemporary 

literary material. 

More important is war?involving the emotions of hatred 

and envy, as well as hope of glory and joy of victory. Here we 

are concerned primarily with the human side?with the emo 

tions concerned. These are implied rather than expressed. In 

Horn and in Bevis there is the opposition of Christian and 

Saracen ; in Havelok, of the loyal and the traitorous ; in Chuy of 
Warwick, of national and foreign. In addition, we find in our 

romances hostility because of the appearance of an undesired 

suitor for the heroine's hand, or because some one has been 

dispossessed of his property, or because some one has been 

worsted in a tournament. On the whole it may be said that 

these hostile relations are dwelt upon only sufficiently to bring 
about the fascinating scenes when lances break and swords 

clash. To see more clearly how the human elements enter into 
war it will be sufficient to discuss vengeance, cruelty, and the 

emotions of the fight. 
55 Good summaries of several romances of this type may be found 

in Langlois, Soci?t? Fran?aise au XlIIe ?Si?cle D'apr?s dix Bomans 

d'Aventure (Paris, 1904) ; cf. Le C?iatelaine de Coud, for example. 
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The emotions of the fight are anger and fear. In Horn and 

Havelok these scarcely appear. In the fight with his father's 

slayer 
Horn him gan agrise, 
& his blod arise (w. 868 ff.). 

And Godard when captured "rorede als a bole" (Hav. v. 2438). 
In Bevis, however, there are numerous expressions to indicate 

the state of mind of combatants, especially of the hero. These 

are chiefly about physical sufferings. He is injured 

J?at he mi3te sofre namore (Bevis, v. 630). 
When he got to his chamber, he 

leide him deueling on pe grounde 
To kolen is hertte in ]?at stounde (w. 649 f.). 

He became weary in his fight with the boar (v. 799). In the 

fight with the dragon "him >ou$te his herte to-brast" (v. 1792), 
and in his fight with the London crowd he was "wo be-gon" 
because of his wounds. In Guy combatants suffer for water 

(sts. 113, 120). When wounded, Amoraunt's "hert was full of 

ire and care" (v. 8541). Colbrond, when wounded, "was sore 

aschame" (st. 262). Guy in the same fight was sore dismayed 
and sore aghast when his sword broke. These are but a few 

of the cases in Bevis and Guy in which something is said about 

the emotions and physical sufferings of combatants. The 

simpler romances of Horn and Havelok have less fighting and 

therefore less material of this kind. Perhaps the most striking 
feature to be observed is the absence of fear. 

Vengeance has an important part to play in many ro 

mances^?and in three of this group, Horn, Havelok, Bevis. But 

the feeling of bitterness from which deeds of vengeance spring 
is almost absent. It is true that vengeance is secured. The 

Saracen enemies of Horn are slain; Godard and Godrich pay for 

their treachery with their lives ; and the mother and stepfather 
of Bevis likewise perish. But of real hatred there is none 

except in the case of Bevis. Even in his case there is nothing 
to compare with the vengeance of Elizabethan drama. It is in 

the background of the story. 
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Of cruelty there is probably no more than medieval life 

would justify. In Horn there is mutual slaughter of Saracens 

and Christians, non-combatants as well as combatants (w. 63 

ff., 1377 ff.). But mortal enmity between Christians and in 

fidels is merely part of the setting of much of medieval litera 

ture.56 Even the Saracens did not have the cruelty to slay Horn 

and his companions outright. Fikenhild, after his death at 

Horn's hands, was drawn,57 but that was the customary fate of 

traitors. The same remark applies to the tortures undergone 

by Godrich and Godard. They are condemned by their peers, 
and no one might do Godrich shame before trial (Havelok, vv. 

1762 ff.). But there is no shrinking from legal cruelty. When 

Godard had been sentenced and shriven, 
Sket came a ladde with a knif, 
And bigan riht at >e to 

For to ritte, and for to fio 

So it were grim or gore (vv. 2493 ff.). 
With like severity Godrich was bound to a stake and burned 

(w. 2831 ff.). The cruelty of Bevis is of a much fiercer quality. 
When Bevis was told that his half-brother58 had been uninten 

tionally slain by his father he 

louj and hadde gode game (v. 3116). 
When his stepfather was captured, he had him put to death by 

being thrown into a kettle of lead, and when his mother, be 

holding her husband thus perish, falls from the castle and 

breaks her neck, 
Alse glad he was of hire, 
Of his damme, ase of is stepsire (vv. 3463 f.). 

Such brutality as this is entirely absent from Chuy. Here is 

another instance of the distance by which this romance is re 

moved from the others, particularly from Bevis, which in struc 

ture it so much resembles. 

56 Even in war there was less consideration for Saracens than for 

Christian enemies; a twelfth century church council forbade the use of 

the crossbow against Christian enemies. 

"Fikenhild hi dude 
todra^e (Horn, v. 1492). 

58 
Possibly stepbrother! 
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As has been said, not much is made of the family relations. 

The relation of husband and wife seems to be an exception, as 

it is a source of interest in Havelok, Bevis, and Guy. Yet not 

very much is made of it. In Bevis it is only the wife who seems 

much affected by the long separation. In Guy there is the tacit 

approval of the departure of the husband at a time when he is 

aware that he is to be a father. Scarcely anything is made of 

the relationship of mother and son. The meeting of Horn and 

Godhild, furnishing such a splendid chance for pathos, is barely 
mentioned (v. 1383).59 In Bevis the mother's attitude is en 

tirely unnatural. The mother of Havelok is not mentioned; 
and the mother of Guy,is neglected after the beginning of the 

romance. The relation of father and son is of greater impor 
tance. It is necessary that the hero's father should be a man 

of rank and might as an assurance of the hero's qualifications. 
The death of the father may introduce the motive of quest for 

vengeance (Horn, Bevis) ; the hero may take pride in his father 

(Bevis, vv. 613 ff.). But scarcely anything is made of filial 

affection.60 Much less is made of fraternal affection. As a rule 

the hero of romance is an only child, at least of both father 

and mother ; so Guy, Horn, Bevis. The sisters of Havelok perish 
too early to play a significant part. It is true of romance litera 

ture in general that the fraternal relation is unimportant.61 The 

relation of subject and lord is, as has already been indicated, 
one of importance. But when the most is made of all this, one 

need only think of Chaucer to realize that the appeal of these 

early metrical romances is to a limited range of emotion. 

Summary. 

In order to see clearly what each of these romances has con 

tributed to medieval character-writing, it is necessary to con 
59 It is interesting to note that in Bonthus and Sidone the reunion 

of mother and son is elaborated and made the basis of pathetic appeal. 
o The relation of father and son is more important in some ro 

mances; cf. Generydes, Perceval, Lxbeaus Desconus. 
* Numerous references to the relationship are of course found ; 

cf. Oliver and Aude, Percevale and his sister. But it is not made the 

basis of emotional appeal to any great extent. 
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sider them separately, summarizing, for the most part, the 

conclusions already stated. 

King Horn.?In this romance the characterization seems to 

harmonize perfectly with the rough, uncouth background of life 

and nature. Horn is a fighter first and a lover second. Indeed, 
as a lover, while faithful, he is not ardent. His long sojourn 
in Ireland does not seem sufficiently motivated if he is greatly 
in love. He does not absolutely refuse the Irish princess. He 

hesitates to accept Bymenhild's love when offered. His caution 

and self-command are almost too great. He is more anxious to 

receive knighthood and to become a warrior than to be the 

accepted lover of the royal princess. Yet he is a simple, manly, 

engaging figure. Eymenhild is equally simple, but her sim 

plicity is that of primitive passion. Passionate love and pas 

sionate anger seem to bound her emotional range. The minor 

characters are barely sketched. Perhaps there is a touch of 

character contrast in the presentation of Fikenhild and AJmlf, 
both Horn's companions and subjects, both bound to him by ties 

of friendship, both receiving knighthood at his hands, but Fiken 

hild is throughout the type of the unfaithful as AJmlf is the 

type of the faithful vassal. Other characters are merely con 

ventional figures?the porter, the palmer, Arnoldin, King Modi. 

In presenting character, emotion, states of mind, use has 

been made of dialogue and action. A little is said of personal 

appearance, there is a hint here and there as to the feelings of 

the dramatis person , but these are comparatively unimportant. 
The dialogue reveals the progress of the love affair. The abun 

dant action, of course, often reveals mood and attitude. Else 

where all is left to the imagination of reader or hearer?the 

intention, the state of mind, even the character. The sim 

plicity of character and emotion is emphasized by the sketchy 

presentation. 

Of the human relations involved, only one is treated elabo 

rately?namely, love. This is a human, popular, primitive pas 

sion, careless of fashion, free from coquetry, faithful, but with 

out adoration. The woman woos, the man somewhat passively 
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accepts the offered love. The love of comrades, manifested in 

Horn and A{?ulf, while not developed, furnishes an additional 

interest, opposing the "envy" of Fikenhild, that scarcely under 

stood hatred of the hero which apparently arouses very little 

resentment on the part of the one who suffers from it. The 

Saracens, however, arouse fiercer passions, although these are 

barely suggested. The darker passions remain anelaborated. 

Havelok.?In Havelok the atmosphere has changed. Not 

knights, but the folk fill the stage. Havelok is a good servant, 
can put the stone beyond the farthest, and can break heads with 

a door-tree. He is good-natured, cautious, simple. There is no 

hint of passionate love or keen thirst for glory. Grim is a 

sturdy, loyal fisherman. The more vivid minor characters are 

fishermen (Grim's children), a cook, an innkeeper. Gold 

borough is scarcely the sketch of a queenly figure. Af>elwold, a 

character of some importance, is an ideal king from the point of 

view of the peaceful, law-abiding middle class. Godrich and 

Godard, almost indistinguishable, are typical traitors. There 

is greater interest in states of mind than in Horn. There is 

greater individuality of character. This seems to be due to a 

changed point of view, as if the writer were not a minstrel seeing 
life through the spectacles of a courtly nobility, or even a crude, 

rough nobility, but some one?a priest, perhaps?who sees life 

with the eyes of the laborers or tradespeople of provincial 

England. 
Here the author has more to say about his characters?AJ>el 

wold, Havelok, Godard, and others. The soliloquies reveal both 

character and intention. With less dramatic situation, the dia 

logue is comparatively unimportant. Action, of course, is im 

portant for revealing character, especially as purpose and mood, 
out of which action arises, are made clear. On the other hand, 
there is far less passion than in Horn, since the situations are so 

much less vivid and emotionally significant. Character appar 

ently is more consciously in the mind of the author, and is 

emphasized by the more obvious means?soliloquy, general nar 

rative, and direct statement?but the emotions springing from 

dramatic situation are neglected. 
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The field of human relations is again comparatively narrow. 

Love is almost absent. The relation of subject and king is per 

haps most important, exemplified by Grim, Ubbe, and Grim's 

children, and, negatively, by Godard and Godrich. There is a 

national outlook absent from Horn, not present to an equal 

degree in Bevis and Guy. The relation of parent and child is 

intimately connected with the deaths of A]?elwold and Birkabein. 

There is a glimpse, too, of the relation of servant and master. 

However, there is not the dramatic tension of strong passions 
which makes human relations of great significance for the story. 
The interest centers largely in the interaction of the hero and 

his environment?his conduct when famine reduces Grim to 

poverty, his conduct as the cook's servant, his success in the 

game of putting the stone, or of breaking heads. The chief 

emotion of the poem is the sense of triumph felt by the audience 

as it sympathetically followed the progress of the hero. 

Bevis.?In Bevis, as in Horn, character has little interest for 

the author. He does not stop to describe character, and seldom 

to indicate mental states. Yet the main dramatis personal are 

not unimpressive. We seem somehow to be again in the presence 

of fierce, primitive people and emotions. Bevis is a fighter, 
who joys in battle more than in love. He is fierce and even cruel 

?a stern, irresistible, brutal warrior, whose claim to admiration 

is unmeasured valor. Josian loves as Rymenhild loved?vio 

lently. She does not shrink from inflicting death on a perse 

cutor. Other characters have an equal fierceness, without the 

redeeming faithfulness. Bevis's mother, the Emperor of Al 

maine, Ascopard, and most of the Saracens are people to inspire 
terror. There is not much said of states of mind, but so far as 

they are not purely conventional romantic material, due to the 

translator, they have the same fierceness and primitive quality 
that mark the entire romance. 

Character is presented by means of situation and dialogue. 
Not much is made of soliloquy. Scarcely anything is said in the 

way of direct characterization, and not much in regard to emo 

tions. However, the dialogue is sharp and characteristic, and 
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the situations swiftly succeeding one another have a cumulative 

effect, especially in connection with the impression made by the 

hero. It may be noted that there is a slightly humorous char 
acter in Ascopard. 

What was said about human relations in Horn may almost 

be repeated here. There is the unrestrained love of the heroine, 
faithful and heroic; and there is, too, the lukewarmness of the 

hero. There is the development of the friendship of fellows-in 

arms. There is the same background of Saracens versus Chris 

tians, as a basis for hatred and war. There is, however, greater 
fierceness and cruelty than in Horn. We are moving in the 

atmosphere of unrefined knighthood, of untempered fanaticism, 
and unbridled brutality, relieved somewhat by faithful love in 

wife and comrade. 

Guy of Warwick.?Guy is a long step from Bevis. Here 

chivalry has softened warrior and war. Guy is an irresistible 

warrior like Bevis, but he is an adoring lover, and becomes a 

devoted palmer, doing penance for his sins. His character is 

less simple ; he feels the conflict of love and religion ; he suffers 

as well as triumphs. Felice is no Rymenhild, who invites her 

favorite to her bower that she may throw herself into his arms ; 
she is to be won only after years of ardent seeking and repeated 
rebuffs. The stage is full of dramatis person . There is the 

maiden who plays the foil to Felice. Father and mother of Guy 

appear, playing natural, human parts. In addition, there is 

almost a host of dramatis person who are the conventional 

knights and kings and giants of romance. A greater elaboration 

distinguishes the character-material of Guy from that of Bevis, 

Horn, and Havelok. 

Likewise more care and more time are devoted to the expo 
sition of character and mental states. There are long soliloquies. 

Dialogue is sustained. There are definite statements from the 

author in regard to states of mind. At least one character?the 

maiden of Felice?is introduced to make feeling and attitude 

vivid by contrast. The action is very often significant of char 

acter. In the attention to character this romance is allied to 

Havelok. 
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But Guy differs very widely from Havelok in the field of 

human life from which character and emotion spring. Love is 

again of great interest?the love of knight for lady?an adoring, 
chivalrous love. This love conflicts with the relation of man and 

the church, or of man and God, and succumbs to the exalted 

desire for penitential sacrifice. Thus there is an elevation above 

the normal emotions of Horn, Bevis and Havelok. There is here, 

again, the same or greater emphasis on love of comrades. There 

is a new touch of filial affection. There is a current of patriotism 
found in Havelok, but not in Horn and Bevis. Thus there is 

in Guy a broadening and heightening of character and feeling. 
What remains to be said is merely this. In these four 

romances there are striking differences and striking resemblances 

in the treatment of character and emotion. The differences seem 

to indicate great variation of type. Horn is the representative 
of an undeveloped, unsophisticated, warlike society, and might 
well be at base a metrical version of a popular tale which had 

absorbed romantic motives. Havelok is written for and about 

provincial, lowly or middle class Englishmen. Bevis is essen 

tially a chanson de geste. Guy is a chanson de geste made over 

into a romance of chivalry. Yet in the very structure of three 

of these metrical stories is the exile-and-return motive, with the 

dramatis person which it implies. Corresponding dramatis 

person appear in Guy, but belong less closely to the main 

structure of the romance. Nevertheless, this resemblance of the 

four romances in respect to dramatis person and the structure 

which they imply should not be made too much of in searching 
for the conditions from which the tales originally sprang. If 

they once were very similar, they became dissimilar. At least 

Bevis and Guy were worked over if not created by Frenchmen 

and developed into metrical tales of widely different type. But 

in the English dress in which we are examining them there is 

no evidence that the English redactors felt very keenly the dis 

tinction of types. Stock romantic material is found throughout, 

especially in Horn, in Bevis, and in Guy. There are the same 

stock dramatis person ; there are the same stereotyped ways of 
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expressing emotion; there are the same stereotyped phrases in 

the mouths of dramatis person , and in the mouths of the 

authors talking about the dramatis person . At least the stereo 

typed phrases are in a large measure the property of English 

romance, and the freedom with which they are employed every 
where seems to indicate that they were regarded as appropriate 
for any kind of story, that there was no distinction made between 

romantic and epic tale. What in France was intended for 

diverse audiences came in England into the hands of one set 

of minstrels reciting to one popular and undiscriminating 

audience, which welcomed a hodge-podge of narrative material 

that must have been very foreign to their natural interests. I 

must modify this statement by saying that in Havelok we seem 

to have a truly popular hero, not entirely created in the image of 

crude or chivalrous knighthood. But he is the exception that 

proves the rule. It is certainly not in the dramatis person of 

English metrical romances that we are to look for a clear image 
of medieval English life. 

Herbert L. Creek. 

University of Illinois. 
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